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We develop some new tools for the study of minimal transformation groups 
(flows) and apply these tools to extend the classification theory of minimal flows 
to a larger class than has previously been classified. The tools we develop arise 
from a simplification and unification of the techniques used by Furstenberg, 
Ellis, and Veech in their proofs of structure theorems about distal and point distal 
flows. This simplification is made possible largely through the use of recent 
results of Glasner on the structure of 2x (whose points consist of closed subsets 
of the phase space X of a given flow). 
INTRODUCTION 
The Furstenberg structure theorem [6] was an important step in the 
theory of the structure of minimal flows. This result differed from 
previous ones in that it classified distal flows as being built by certain 
(so-called isometric) extensions. The result was generalized by Ellis 
[2, Chap. 151 t o include distal extensions in addition to distal flows. 
Both proofs used in a crucial way a certain family of topologies, but 
the topologies used in the two papers, and the proofs, seemed to be 
unrelated. Subsequently Veech [14] proved a structure theorem for point 
distal flows, a class which includes the distal flows. He proved that any 
point distal flow satisfying a certain residuality property has an almost 
automorphic extension which can be built by isometric and almost 
one-to-one extensions; this reduces to the Furstenberg theorem in the 
distal case. He used techniques similar to Furstenberg’s, including a 
systematic use of the so-called Furstenberg topologies. Again Ellis [3] 
generalized this result to the case of a point-distal extension (also 
removing the residuality assumption which had been necessary to Veech’s 
proof). In this proof Ellis used his family of topologies, the T topologies, 
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in a way which seemed only slightly related to Veech’s use of 
Furstenberg’s topologies. 
The flows we have described, distal and point-distal flows, are both 
very closely related to almost periodic flows, in that they of necessity 
have a nontrivial almost periodic factor (at least in the metric case, which 
we assume for the rest of the Introduction). In particular, such groups 
as SL(2, R) cannot admit flows which are distal or even point distal, 
because SL(2, R) admits no nontrivial almost periodic flows. However, 
Furstenberg has shown [7] that proximal flows, the opposite extreme 
from distal flows, are instrumental in the study of semisimple Lie groups. 
Glasner has investigated proximal flows in [8] and [9] and has obtained 
there a number of classification theorems about various kinds of proximal 
flows. His proofs use the structure of the space 2x of closed subsets of the 
flow X (a space which has also appeared in [3] and [14]). However, 
abelian (or even nilpotent) groups admit no nontrivial minimal proximal 
flows. 
In this paper we will unify and extend the results which we have just 
described. Moreover, we begin our investigation by showing that the 
three techniques described above (Furstenberg topology, T topology, 2r) 
are quite closely related. Our methods do not yield substantially simpler 
ab initio proofs of the known structure theorems, although they may 
clarify those results somewhat. 
Distal and point-distal flows were first defined in terms of dynamical 
properties, viz., the distality of certain points in the flow. Subsequently, 
structure theorems were proved which completely characterized such a 
flow in terms of a structural property, viz., the flow (or an extension of the 
flow) can be built with certain extensions. The flows we investigate in 
this paper, 93 flows, are defined in terms of their structural properties, 
viz., a flow is 9.Y if and only if a proximal extension of it can be built 
with proximal and isometric extensions. Since every almost automorphic 
extension is a proximal extension, it follows from the Veech structure 
theorem that every point distal flow is 93, and every proximal flow is 
99 since it is a proximal extension of the one-point flow. Hence both 
nilpotent and semisimple groups may admit nontrivial 93 flows. (In 
fact any connected Lie group admits such a flow.) We do not have a 
complete characterization of PY flows, but we will prove two structure 
theorems to the effect that a flow with a certain dynamical property is 
a P§ flow. 
While the organization of the paper may seem to be centered around 
the concept of 93 flows, we believe that the techniques we have intro- 
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duced, especially those in Sections 2, 3, and 5, will find applications in 
other areas of topological dynamics, and we consider these techniques to 
be of at least equal importance to the results of the paper. 
Section 1 contains a review of the algebraic theory of minimal flows, 
as presented in [2]. We include the definition and simple properties of 
2X and of the various extensions which appear in the paper. In particular 
we show how the elements of /3T (the Stone-Cech compactification of the 
group T) operate on points in the flow (2*, T). This “circle” operation 
is used throughout the paper. In the remainder of the Introduction we will 
use notation described in Section 1. 
In Section 2 we prove that the Furstenberg and T topologies are 
essentially identical, and that both can be described simply with the aid 
of the circle operation. 
In Section 3 the methods of Sections 1 and 2 are employed to prove 
results about the T topologies which will be useful in the remainder of 
the paper. In particular we will show that the family of ~(a) open sets in 
G is just the saturation of the family of T open sets under the canonical 
map G -+ G/A. We also identify the group H(F, a) as being equal to 
(A n F) H(F, T). Th e results of Sections 4 and 5 shed even more light 
on the group H(F, Q!): if GZ > g then H(F, a) is the group of an almost 
periodic extension of some proximal extension of 9. 
In Section 4 we quote some results from [3] about a type of extension 
which we term “full” and we indicate how full extensions, though not 
explicitly defined previously, have been used in proofs of the Furstenberg, 
Ellis and Veech structure theorems. 
In Section 5 we discuss a flow, / %(F, OZ)l, which simultaneously 
generalizes the flows 9?/(F) [2] and r(X) [S]. Extensions involving these 
flows have a property which we call relatively incompressible (RIC) 
and it turns out that a RIC extension is a full extension. It is this kind 
of full extension which we will use to obtain our results about 9X flows. 
Before beginning with the theory of 83 flows, we pause in Section 6 
to apply the results we have so far. We give a new characterization of the 
group H(G, T), as the group of the maximal almost periodic extension of 
the universal minimal proximal flow. This allows us to obtain a sufficient 
condition that the group H(G, T) be equal to the group E of the algebra of 
almost periodic functions on the (acting) group T. We then give some 
necessary conditions that H(G, T) = E and comment further on this 
equality, which appears as a hypothesis in [5]. 
In Section 7 we prove some fundamental facts about 99 flows. We 
begin by constructing a group G, and we prove that a flow is 99 if and 
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only if its group contains G, . This fundamental result allows us to 
identify the universal 93 flow (it is 1 %(Gco)l) and to prove the (non- 
trivial) fact that a factor of a 93 flow is p$. Recall that X is a 99 flow 
if and only if a proximal extension of X can be built from the one-point 
flow by means of a tower of successive isometric and proximal extensions. 
There is no requirement that the proximal extension of X be at all “close” 
to X. However, we construct a tower for X which terminates in a flow 
which is in some sense close to X (in particular it is metrizable if X is). 
We close the section with comments on the metrizable case and indicate 
how the material of this section can be “relativized.” 
Section 8 is devoted to the proof of some structure theorems about 
89 flows. The results and constructions of Section 7 leave us with the 
following situation: Given an arbitrary flow X we have a proximal 
extension X” of X and a factor Y of X” such that Y is 99. (We can 
take Y to be 1 %(AG,)j, w  h ere A denotes the group of X. If X is metric 
then Y can be chosen to be metric.) Furthermore the extension X” ---t Y 
satisfies a kind of weak mixing condition (see Proposition 8.1 for details). 
In order to prove that X is 99 then, we must prove that X” --f Y is a 
proximal extension (or, equivalently, that AG, = A). Hence the problem 
of proving that X is a ~JJ flow reduces to finding conditions on X so that 
any such extension X- + Y is a proximal extension. Two such conditions 
are that there be some a E X such that the set of points proximal to a be 
countable, or that the proximal relation be an equivalence relation, and 
we prove that a flow satisfying either of these conditions is 99. The 
essential tool used in these proofs is a generalization of Proposition 4.7 
of [3]. 
Section 9 contains some examples of s?a flows which are referred to 
elsewhere in the paper, especially in Section 6. 
SECTION 1 
In this section we recall the various concepts and results which will 
be used later. For a more detailed discussion see [2]. 
1.1. The Transformation Group (/?T, T) 
Let T be a discrete group. Then /IT will denote its Stone-Cech 
compactification. Following [2, Chap. 81 we shall identify /3T with the 
set of ultrafilters on T, and T with an open dense subset of /IT. 
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The compact Hausdoti space /3T is provided with a semigroup 
structure (x, y) +xy:/3Tx/IT+/3Tsuchthatthemapsy+xy:/IT-+/3T 
are continuous (x E BT) and the maps y + yt: /IT --+ /3T are continuous 
(t E T). 
The semigroup structure on BT induces the original group structure 
on T. Thus the map (x, t) --f xt: /IT x T---+/IT makes the pair (j?T, T) a 
transformation group with phase space j3T and phase group T. 
Recall that a transformation group (X, T) is minimal if the orbit, 
(XT = {xt 1 t E T}) * d IS ense for all x E X. In general (X, T) need not be 
minimal, but if X is compact T2 , then it has at least one minimal subset, 
Y, i.e., Y is a closed invariant set such that the induced transformation 
group (Y, T) is minimal. 
The transformation group (PT, T) is in general not minimal, but has 
many minimal subsets. However the latter are all isomorphic. Moreover a 
subset Y of /IT is minimal if and only if it is a minimal right ideal of the 
semigroup, /IT. 
For the remainder of this paper M will denote a fixed minimal subset 
of /3T. It is known that the set J of idempotents of M is not vacuous; 
indeed M is the disjoint union of the sets Mv (v E J). Moreover vp = p 
(v E J, p EM) and the semigroup structure on M induces a group 
structure on Mv (v E J). We single out one idempotent u and denote 
the group Mu by G. This group G may be identified with the group of 
automorphisms of the transformation group (M, T). 
The elements of G will in general be denoted by lower case Greek 
letters to distinguish them from other elements of M. The idempotent, 
u is the identity of G and 01-l will denote that element of G such that 
0101-l = 01-lol = u. Indeed if p E M then there exists v E J with pv = p 
and it will be convenient to denote by p-l that element of M such that 
pp-l = p-lp = v. Then pu E G and ( pu)-l = p-lu. 
1.2. Flows Associated with a Fixed Flow, (X, T), and the Circle Operation 
Let (X, T) be a flow with compact T, phase space X and phase group 
T. Then the set Xx of maps of X into X is made into a flow via the map 
(p, t)+pt: Xx x T-+Xx. (Here if p E Xx and x E X we write xp 
for the image of x under p. Thus pt is that element of Xx which takes x 
into (xp)t (x G X)). 
We identify t with the map x + xt: X -+ X (t E T). There is no loss 
in generality in assuming that T is thereby imbedded as a subset of XX, 
The enveloping semigroup (E(X), T) of (X, T) is just the closure of Tin XX. 
The fundamental property of the Stone-Cech compactification of 
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a topological space guarantees the existence of a continuous map 
v: /3T +- E(X) such that p)(t) = t (t E T). Since T is dense in E(X), v is 
onto. Moreover p(pt) = v(p)t (p E /3T, t E T), i.e., v is a homomorphism 
of the transformation group @T, T) onto the transformation group 
(E(X), T). (Indeed it is also a semigroup homomorphism when E(X) is 
provided with the semigroup structure induced by Xx.) 
The homomorphism v allows one to define an action of /IT on X, viz., 
(x, p) -+ xv(p): X x /!?T + X. This action has the property that 
xv(e) = x, and x~(pq) = xv(p) ~(4) (x E X, p, Q E /3T) but it is in 
general not continuous. Hereafter we shall write xp rather than xv(p) 
(xEXPEPT). 
Another way of viewing xp is to recall that p may be regarded as an 
ultrafilter on T. Then xp is just the limit of p under the map 
t+xt: T+X. 
There is another transformation group associated with (X, T) which 
is important for our purposes, namely (2x, T). Here 2x is the collection 
of nonvacuous closed subsets of X (not the power set) provided with the 
HausdorfI topology. (Let Y be the set of continuous pseudometrics on 
X. For d E 9, x E X, and A, B E 2x set d(x, A) = inf{d(x, y) j y E A}, 
d(B, A) = sup{d(x, A) 1 x E B}, and d(A, B) = max{d(d, B), d(B, A)}. 
Then the topology on 2x is given by the set of pseudometrics, (2 j d E Y}. 
We shall use the following characterization of convergence in 2x: Let 
(Ai j i E I) be a net in 2x. Then x E lim A, if and only if there exist x( E Ad 
(i E I) such that a subnet of (xi 1 i E 1) converges to x.) The flow is given 
by the map (K, t) +Kt:2x x T-+2XwhereKt={xtIxEK}(KE2X, 
t E T). Then 2x is compact T2 and it is metrizable if and only if X itself 
is metrizable. 
As discussed above /3T acts on X and 2x since they are both flows. 
Let K E 2x and p E /3T. Then there are two possible interpretations of 
the symbol Kp: (i) Kp is the element of 2x obtained by acting on the point 
K by p and (ii) Kp = {xp 1 x E K}. These two sets are in general not 
equal so that we will denote the first by K o p and the second by Kp. 
However it is true that K o t = Kt (K E 2x, t E T). 
The proof of the following remark is straightforward and will be 
omitted. 
Remark 1.3. Let K E 2x and p E /IT. Then x E K o p if and only if 
there exist nets (k,) C K and (Z,J C j3T such that (Z,J converges to p in 
/IT and (k,Z,J converges to x. (Indeed since T is dense in fiT we may 
assume that (I,) C T.) 
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The above remark allows us to define A 0 p for all subsets A of X and 
allpEflT.ThenAop = clAop. 
LEMMA 1.4. LetKCflTandpEpT. ThenKpCKop. 
Proof. Let k E K and (tn) a net on T which converges to p. Then the 
net (kt,) converges to kp because the map q -+ kq: /JT --+ /IT is continuous. 
Hence kp E K 0 p by Remark 1.3. 
Let f E %‘, the algebra of real-valued continuous functions on /3T 
and let K C PT. Recall (11.6 of [2]) that f K is the unique continuous 
extension to /IT of the map t --t sup( f (pt) 1 p E K}: T--f R. The “circle 
operation” defined above when applied to 2BT allows us to describe fK 
more explicitly. 
LEMMA 1.5. LetfEe, KCPT andpE/3T. Then 
fK(f) = suPm) I 4 E K o P>* 
Proof. Let q E K op. Then there exist nets (k,) C K and (t,J C T 
such that k,t, -+ q and t, -+p. Hence 
f(q) = limf(kA> < limfK(tn) = fK(P). 
On the other hand if (tn) is a net on T which converges to p, f K(tn) -+ 
fK(p). This implies the existence of a net (ki) C K with f(k&) + f "(p) 
where (ti) is a subnet of (tJ. Since /3T is compact, we may assume that 
k,t, ---f q. Then q E K o p and f(q) = f”(p). The proof is completed. 
1.6. The Algebra Associated with (X, T) (see [2, Chap. 91) 
For the rest of the paper we assume that (X, T) is minimal. Let x,, E X. 
Then again by the fundamental property of BT there exists a continuous 
map 9: /IT -+ X such that a)(t) = x,,t (t E T). Since x,T is dense $ is 
onto. Indeed since (X, T) is minimal, #(M) = X. Moreover 4 is a 
transformation group homomorphism. 
Once the base point x0 is chosen, the homomorphism # is completely 
determined. Thus it will be convenient for us to deal with pointed flows 
(i.e., ones in which a base point is specified) rather than ordinary flows. 
We shall also assume that xOu = x0 where u is the fixed idempotent of 
M. (Such an x,, always exists.) 
Now let g(X) d enote the algebra of real-valued continuous functions 
on X. Then Z/J induces a monomorphism #* of U(X) into V where 
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(#*f)(t) =f(#(t)) =f(x,t). Let Q? denote the image of #*. Then a is 
a T-subalgebra of %?, i.e., a uniformly closed T-invariant subalgebra of V. 
Let f E %, t E T, and p E M. Then tf [fp] will denote that element of V 
such that (tf)(x) = f(xt) [(fp)(x) = f(px)], respectively (x E /3T). Then 
fl is T-invariant if tf E @’ (t E T, f E GZ). 
Now suppose we are given a T-subalgebra GZJ of %‘. We will construct 
a flow (I CZ 1, T) called the flow associated with GY. 
If p E /3T, the mapping f -+ fp: %? -+ V is an algebra homomorphism 
such that (tf)p = t(fp). It will b e convenient and cause no confusion if 
we identify p with this map, Then in [2, Chap. 91) it is shown that (X, T) 
may be identified with (1 a 1, T) where j GZ 1 = {p 162: p E M} and 
(P la)t = pt la. (Herep I d is the restriction of p to @.) 
Alternatively we can construct 1 6Z / as follows: Define an equivalence 
relation on /IT by p = q(a) if f (p) = f(q) (f E a), and let 1 GZ 1 denote 
the quotient space of ,6T under this relation. Denote the equivalence 
class ofpEflT bypl n , so P Ia = {q E BT If(p) = f(q) (f E % and 
define (p la)t = pt Ia (t E T). Then ([ GZ 1, T) is clearly a flow, and the 
canonical map 9): /IT + j6Z I is a flow homomorphism. 
These two definitions of 1 a [ and p loI are interchangeable. 
1.7. Remarks (see [2] for proofs) 
Remark 1. If Q? is the algebra associated with (X, T), then (I OZ I, T) is 
isomorphic to (X, T). 
Remark 2. The T-algebra GE satisfies fu = f (f E a) iff the base point 
e la = x0 of j G! 1 satisfies x024 = x0 . (e is the identity element of T). 
Remark 3. If a, &? are T-algebras associated to flows X, Y, respec- 
tively, then O? r> a iff there is a homomorphism F: X -+ Y. (We assume 
that v(xO) = y,, where x,, , y,, are the base points.) 
Remark 4. Let GZ V a denote the T-algebra generated by the union 
of the T-algebras (Z and g. Then (I a V .%? I, T) is isomorphic to the 
orbit closure of the base point (e Ia, e Ia) in (I Gl? I x 1 a [, T). 
Henceforth we assume that GZ is the T-algebra of (X, T). 
Let KCj?T and pE/3T. Then we may form Kla = {k Ia] kEK} 
which is a subset of 1 O? / = X and operate on it by p to obtain K la o p. 
Since the map q --t q Ia: /IT+ j a I is a homomorphism K Ia op = 
Koplol.ThusifL={q:qI,EKla}thenLla=KlaandLlaop= 
K la 0 p. Under the identification of 1 a 1 with X, the subset K Ia of 1 GZ 1 
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is identified with the subset x,-J = {xsp ] p E K} of X. We shall use 
K Id and x,,K interchangeably. 
The next lemma is now a simple extension of Lemma 1.5. 
LEMMA 1.8. Letf EGZ, KC/3T, andpEpT. Then 
fK(P) = suPw7) I 4 I a E K 102 o PI* 
LEMMA 1.9. Let KC/?T,p,qEflT. Then Kajop = Klaoqifand 
only ;ffKp =fKq(fE r2). 
Proof. Assume that Kj,op = K[aoq and let felt and r~j3T. 
Then K Id o pr = K j@ o qr whence f"(pr) = f "(qr) by Lemma 1.8. 
Thus f"p =fKq. 
Now suppose f "p = f Kq (f E 62) and let r jM E K la 0 p for some 
r E /IT. Since K j a 0 q is a closed subset of the compact T2 space ] GI? 1 and 
6Y N %?(I GE? I), if r ja were not in K la 0 q there would exist f E GY with 
f(r) = 1 and f(x) = 0 (x E K Ia 0 q). Then by Lemma 1.8, fK(q) would 
be 0 and fK(p) would be greater than +, a contradiction. The proof is 
completed. 
Remark 1.10. The above proof also shows (together with Lemma 1.8) 
that r Id E K la o p if and only if fr < f "p (f E 6l). 
1.11. Extensions and Groups 
Various kinds of extensions will be involved in our study of the 
structure of minimal flows. These extensions will now be defined. Also, 
a crucial aspect of the algebraic theory of minimal sets, as expounded in 
[2], is the association to each flow (or algebra) of a group, similar to a 
Galois group. The structure of these groups is intimately connected with 
various kinds of extensions, and we will quote a few results of this sort 
which will also be used in the remainder of the paper. 
An almost periodic extension is the relativized version of an almost 
periodic flow. It will take us too far afield to give the definition of an 
almost periodic extension here, (see 14.3 of [2]) but the following 
theorem will suffice for our purposes. 
DEFINITION 1.12. A bitransformation group (K, X, T) is a pair of 
flows (K, X) and (X, T) such that the elements of K commute with those 
of T. 
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When K is compact Hausdorff, the orbit space X/K is also compact 
HausdorfT and there is a naturally induced flow (X/K, T). 
PROPOSITION 1.13. Suppose there is a homomorph~m from X to Y. 
Then the flow X is an almost periodic extension of Y af and only ;f there 
is a bitransformation group (K, Z, T) such that 
(i) K is compact Hausdog, 
(ii) there is a homomorphism (2, T) --+ (X, T), and 
(iii) the orbits of K in Z are the inverse images of points via the 
composition of maps Z+ X -+ Y. (Hence theflows (Z/K, T) and (Y, T) are 
isomorphic.) 
Proof. See 12.13, 12.14, 14.11, 14.26 of [2]. 
One sees easily from 1.13 that X is an almost periodic extension of the 
one point flow iff X is itself an almost periodic flow. We will usually 
use identical terminology for flows and algebras. For example, we say 
that 0! is an almost periodic extension of 9 if ] 0? 1 is an almost periodic 
extension of 19 [ and 0! 2 9. 
For an algebra 9, set 9 # = V(2’ 1 Z is an almost periodic extension 
of 9}. 
PROPOSITION 1.14 ([2], 14.3). S# is a T-algebra and C!? is an almost 
periodic extension of 9 isf 9s 2 CY 2 9. 
A homomorphism q~: X ---t Y is distal (proximal) if q(x) = v(y) and 
x # y imply that x and y are distal (proximal), and 0? 2 5 is distal or 
proximal according as the canonical homomorphism 1 Q! 1 -+ ( 9r 1 is 
such. In this case we also refer to X or OL as a distal (proximal) extension 
of Y or 9. It follows from Proposition 1.13 that an almost periodic 
extension is a distal extension. 
We define the group of @, denoted 9(a), to be {a [ c1 E G, fa = f 
(f E a)>. We will use italic capital letters for the group of an algebra with 
the corresponding script letter, hence A = %‘(a). Note that 
where u jw = x0 is the base point of 1 GZ 1. 
PROPOSITION 1.15. 1. If G7! > S then OI > F is proximal zjf C??(a) = 
‘3(S). 2. If a 3 9 and B > 9’ are both distal extensions, then a > 99 zfl 
s(a) L 9(a). (See 13.16 and 12.23 of [2]). 
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SECTION 2 
In this section we will show that the Furstenberg topologies and the 
T topologies are essentially identical. We will also show that each can 
be described easily using the flow 2x defined in Section 1, particularly 
the “circle operation,” A o p, discussed in 1.2. 
We begin by stating some preliminaries to the definition of the 
Furstenberg topology. 
Let Z denote the collection of continuous pseudometrics on X. For 
CJ E Z, x, y E X and E > 0 set F,,(x, y) = inf{o(xt, yt) 1 t E T}; and 
U(x, E, C) = {z 1 Fo(x, z) < E}. Then the family (U(x, E, u) 1 E > 0, 
cz E Z) has the finite intersection property and so generates a filter 
Nz (x E X). In general the family of filters (Jy-, j x E X) does not generate 
a topology on X such that JK% is a neighborhood filter at x (x E X). 
However, when we restrict our attention to the subset XU = {xu 1 x E X} 
of X the situation is otherwise. 
The following lemma is due to Furstenberg (see [6]). See also the 
paper [14] by Veech where the topology under consideration is discussed. 
A proof can be found in either of these two references. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 0 E Z, E > 0, x E Xu, and y E U(x, E, 0) n Xu. Then 
there exist p E C and 8 > 0 such that U(y, 6, p) n Xu C U(x, E, 0). 
Lemma 2.1 shows that the family (AZ j x E XU) induces a topology on 
XU such that A, is the neighborhood filter at x (x E X). Here J&Y, = 
{N n XU [ NE Jlr3c). Moreover the sets U(x, E, u) n Xu are open 
(x E Xu, E > 0, (T E Z). The topology on XU will be called the Furstenberg 
topology (F-topology for short). 
LEMMA 2.2. (a) A neighborhood base at x E Xu in the F-topology is 
given by the sets U(x, a) = ( z E Xu 1 there is some t E T with (xt, zt) E 011, 
as 01 runs over the set of indices of X. (b) If a net {x,J in Xu converges to x 
in the F-topology, then for some subnet {xm} of {xn} there is a net {tm} in 
T such that cr(z,tm , x&J -+ 0 for all u E E. If there are nets {xn} in Xu and 
{tn} in T such that u(x,t, , xtn) -+ 0 for all u E Z then {xn> converges in the 
F-topology to x. 
Proof. (a) If we are given E > 0 and u E Z then 
{(y, z> E x x x I U(Y, 4 < 4 = CY 
is an index on X, and U(x, E, u) = U(x, 01). If we are given an index 01, 
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01 is a neighborhood of the diagonal in X x X, then there is a 
Lzk;dometric u E Z and an E > 0 such that {(y, z) 1 o(y, z) < E> C o+ so 
U(x, E, u) c U(x, a). 
(b) Suppose (x,J --f x in the F-topology. Passing to a subnet (xm>, we 
can find a set of indices of X, say {a,}, which forms a basis for the 
uniformity on X and such that x, E U(x, a,) for all m. Then for each m 
there is t, E T with (x&,, , xt,) E am . It follows that lim, o(x,t, , xt,) = 0 
for all u E Z. The rest is clear from (a). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let K C Xu. Then K o u n Xu is the F-closure of K. 
Proof. Let y E K o u n Xu. Then there exist nets (A,) C K and 
(tn) C T such that k,t, +yinXandt,+uinpT.Thenyt,+yu=y. 
Now let u E Z and E > 0. Then u(k,t, , y&J -+ 0 implies that 
u(k,t, , yQ < E for some n. Hence U(y, E, u) n K # D and so y is 
in the F-closure of K. 
Now let y be in the F-closure of K. Then by Lemma 2.2(b) there 
are nets (xn} in K and (t,} in T such that u(yt, , x,t,) -+ 0 for every 
pseudometric u’. By the compactness of X and ,3T we may assume 
lim yt, = lim x,t, E X and lim t, = pE/?T.Sinceyu = yandx,u = x, 
(because y, x, E Xu) we have yup = lim yut, = lim x,d, , and 
lim ut, = up E M since left multiplication is continuous in /3T and 
M = u@T). Then yup E K o (up) by Remark 1.3. Choose q E M such 
thatupq=u,theny=yupqEKoupq=Kou,soyE(Kou)nXu. 
Lemma 2.3 is the key to the proof that the Furstenberg topology is 
essentially identical with the ~(a) topology ([2], 11.11). 
Recall that the T(a)-closure of a subset K of G is just the set of a: E G 
such that fa < f KU (f E a). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let K C G. Then 01 is in the r(a)-closure of K if and only 
if ol~G and a[aEK]aou. (Thus the T(%) or r-closure of K is just 
K o u n G.) 
Proof. Let a: be in the T(a)-closure of K. Then 01 E G and fa <f% 
(f E a). Hence 01 [a E K la o u by Remark 1.10. 
Conversely if 01 E G and OL ICE. E K la 0 u, fa < f % (Remark 1.10) and 
so 01 is in the T(a)-closure of K. 
When one recalls that G is just Mu, the similarity between Lemmas 2.3 
and 2.4 becomes apparent. The following theorem, whose proof follows 
from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, makes this precise. Recall that A = 95(a) 
is the group of the algebra UZ. 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. The map Aa--+ ~1 [ Ol: G/A ---t 1 Cl 1 u is a homeo- 
morphism onto when j Gl 1 u is provided with the Furs&berg topology and 
G/A = {Aa 1 01 E G} is provided with the quotient topology induced by 
~(a) on G. 
SECTION 3 
The methods developed in Sections 1 and 2 are used to take a closer 
look at the various T topologies. The most striking result is that the 
~(a) topology depends only on the group, A of the algebra, GZ and not 
on a itself. Thus it turns out that the T(a)-closure of a subset K of G 
is just A times its T(V)-closure. 
The above result allows us to simplify some of the proofs in [3] and 
[2] and also to sharpen some of the results contained therein. In particular 
it is shown that H(F, OZ) is just (A n F) H(F, T) (see definitions below). 
3.1. A Closer Look at the r Topologies 
Let 9 be a T-subalgebra of V and K C G. Then the T(9)-closure of K 
will be denoted by C&J K. (We write Cl,K instead of Cl,(,,K.) Since 
we are primarily concerned with minimal sets we assume for the rest 
of the paper that ] 9 /, the flow corresponding to 9, is minimal. This 
amounts to assuming that .F C %(u) = {f / fu = f}. 
The result we are now aiming to prove is that the ~(9) topology on 
G depends only on the group of 9, i.e., if GZ is another T-subalgebra of 
@(u) with 9?(a) = ‘9(T), then ~(a) = T(F). This is done by showing 
that Cl,(,,K = F Cl,K, where F = 9(T). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let 9 be a T-subalgebra of a’(u) with group, F and 
let K C G. Then Cl,(,,K = F C&K. 
Proof. Let ~11 E Cl,(,, K. Then by Lemma 2.4, 01 195 EK IF o u = 
(K 0 u)19 , i.e., there exists p E K 0 u C M with (Y I9 = p IF . Then 
01 IF = olu I9 = (Y IF u = p I7 u = pu IF , whence a(pu)-’ E F. Moreover 
p~Kou implies that pu~(Kou)uC(Kou)ou = Kou2 = KOU 
(Lemma 1.4). Hence pu E K 0 u n G = Cl,K by Lemma 2.4, whence 
01 = a(pu)-‘pu E F Cl,K. 
Now suppose 01 = /$ with p E F and y E Cl,K = G n K o u. Then 
;/-,= /3-‘~ IF = y I7 and so CII E Cl,K by Lemma 2.4. Thus F Cl,K C 
.F * 
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COROLLARY 3.3. Let 9 be a T-subalgebra of 92(u) with group F. Then 
(1) K C G is ~(9) closed (open) if and only ;f K = FB for some r closed 
(open) subset B of G; (2) K C G is a T(S) neighborhood of 01 E G if and only 
if K = FC for some r-neighborhood C of 01. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 3.2. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let 9 be a T-subalgebra of 92(u). Then ~(9) and 
T(V) induce the same topology on G/F = {Fa 1 01 E G>. 
Proof. This follows directly from Proposition 3.2 and the definition 
of the quotient topology. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let 6Y, 22I be T-subalgebras of a!(u) withgroups A, B, 
respectively, and let F be a T-closed subgroup of G with A n F = B n F. 
Then T(GZ) and T(g) induce the same topology on F. 
Proof. Let KC F. Then its closure in the topology induced by T(a) 
is just (CI,(,JK) n F = A Cl,K n F = (A n F) Cl,K since Cl,K C F. 
(A n F) CI,K = (B n F) CI,K = B Cl,K n F = (Cl,(,)K) n F which is 
just the closure of K in the topology induced by T(g). 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let K, L be two T-closed subsets of G. Then KL is 
also T-closed. 
Proof. Let 01 E CI,(KL) = KL 0 u n G (Lemma 2.4). Then there 
exist nets (/I,) C K, (yn) CL, and (tn) C T such that (i) flnyntn -+ 01 and 
t, --+ u (Remark 1.3). 
We may assume that (ii) ynt, -+ p E M. Then by Remark 1.3, p EL o u, 
whence pu E (L o u)u C (L 0 u) 0 u = L o u (Lemma 1.4). Hence 
It follows immediately from (i), (ii), and the definition of the circle 
operation that 01 E K 0 p. Then OIU E (K 0 p)u C (K o p) 0 u = K 0 pu, so 
that a(pu)-l E K o u n G = Cl,K = K. Thus 01 E Kpu C KL. The proof 
is completed. 
3.7. The Groups H(F, 6’Z) 
Let F be a T-closed subgroup of G and Q! a T-subalgebra of a(u). 
Then T(a) induces a topology on F and we may form H(F, @ = 
n (%&F n N) n F I N E Jtr,) w h ere J& is the neighborhood filter 
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at the identity u of G with respect to the topology ~(a) ([2], 14.10). We 
write H(F, T) instead of H(F, 7(%(u))). (Recall that T(W) = T(@(u)) 
([2], 11.11). 
Notice that H(F, 0Z) is just the intersection of the family of closed 
neighborhoods of u in the topological space (F, ~(a)). 
It was known ([2], 14.6) that H(F, ) T is a normal subgroup of F. Indeed 
it is the smallest subgroup K of F making (F/K, T) HausdorfI. It was also 
shown in [3] that H(F, 6X) is a group when S C 0L. Here we show that 
H(F, a) = (A n F) H(F, T), whence it is always a group (recall that 
H(F, T) is normal in F). From this it follows that H(F, a) is the smallest 
subgroup K of F such that (F/K, ~(a)) is Hausdorlf. 
The last statement, along with Proposition 1.13, illustrate why the 
groups H(F, a) are so instrumental to the study of almost periodic 
extensions (cf. [4]). The next proposition also illustrates this. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. (a) Suppose GZ is a distal extension of F. Then GZ 
is an almost periodic extension of 2F $7 A = H(F, a). (b) If i2l2 GF? 2 9 
and GZ r> F is almost periodic then A >_ H(F, g). 
Proof. The first statement is proved in 14.15 of [2]. The second 
follows since H(F, a) Z H(F, B’) when 9? S 81. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let 2 be a jilter base of T-closed subsets of G, 
P = fitEz L, and K a r-closed subset of G. Then nLEp KL = KP. 
Proof. Clearly KP C nz KL. 
Now let 01 E n KL. Then since inversion is continuous in (G, 7) 
([2], 11.17), (K-h n L 1 L E 6p) is a family of T-compact subsets of G 
having the finite intersection property. Hence there exists ,9 E K-h n L 
(L E 9). Then /3 E P and CL E KP. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let F be a r-closed subgroup of G and IS? a T-sub- 
algebra of e(u). Then H(F, a) = (A n F) H(F, T). 
Proof. First let us consider the case when 9 C a. Then, 
H(F, a) = n w,(,)(N n q n F I N E Jr/-,) 
= (J{A Cl,(NnF)nFIivE.&) 
= n{A CI,(NnF)IN~Na}, 
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since in this case A CF and CI,(N n F) CF. Hence by Corollary 3.3, 
H(F, a) = n {A Cl@ V n F) j V E NT>, 
where X, is the set of r-neighborhoods of u. Since A C F, AV n F = 
A( V n F) and so 
H(F, a) = 0 (A CI,A( V n F) 1 V E NT} 
= n {A ci,(vnq 1 ~4) (Proposition 3.6) 
= AH(F, T) (Lemma 3.9). 
In the general case set g = 9 V a. Then 9 C z% and the group, 
B of g is just F n A. Since F n B = F n A, 7(g) and ~(0) induce the 
same topology on F (Corollary 3.5). Hence H(F, a) = H(F, Z#) = 
BH(F, T) = (A n F) H(F, T). The proof is completed. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Let F be a T-closed subgroup of G and GZ a T-sub- 
algebra of a(u). Then H(F, a) is the smallest subgroup K of F such that 
(F/K, T(a)) is Hausdorfl. 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.10 and the fact that H(F, T) is 
normal in F ([2], 14.6) that H(F, a) is a group. Hence it makes sense to 
speak of the quotient space (F/H(F, UZ), ~(a)). The rest of the proposition 
now follows readily from the fact that H(F, a) is the intersection of the 
set of closed neighborhoods of u in the topological space (F, 7(/Z)) and 
the openness of the canonical map (F, ~(a)) -+ (F/K, ~(a)). 
PROPOSITION 3.12. Let A, B andF be T-closed subgroups of G such that 
F r> AB 1 F n Vfor some wzeighborhood V of u. Then AH(B, T) 1 H(F, T) 
and so AH(B, T) = AH(F, T). In particular if AB is a group, then 
AH(B, T) = AH(AB, T). 
Proof. Let U E X7 with U C V. (Here again Xv is the set of T-neigh- 
borhoods of u.) Then AB 1 F n U implies that A(B n AU) 1 F n U. 
Hence by Proposition 3.6 A Cl,(B n AU) 1 Cl,(F n U) 3 H(F, T), whence 
by Lemma 3.9 and Corollary 3.3, 
AH@, a) = A n {cl,(s n Au) [ u E M,} 1 H(F, T). 
But AH(B, a) = A . AH(B, T) = AH(B, T). Now if AB is a group, 
then it is T-closed by Proposition 3.6 so we may take AB = F. The proof 
is completed. 
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PROPOSITION 3.13. Let F be a r-closed normal subgroup of G. Then 
H(F, r) is also a r-closed normal subgroup of G. 
Proof. Let (Y E G. Since F is normal, the map v: (F, 7) -+ (F, T) where 
rpm = 43a-l (B EF) exists. It is continuous by [2, 11.171. 
Now let V be a T-neighborhood of u. Since y(u) = U, there exists 
a T-neighborhood W of u with v(F n W) C F n V. Hence y(H(F, T)) C 
v(CL(F n I$‘)) C Cl,(F n I’). Since v was arbitrary, this implies that 
q(H(F, 7)) C H(F, T). The proof is completed. 
The next proposition, along with Proposition 1.13, may serve to 
further illuminate the relation between almost periodic extensions and 
HP, @). 
PROPOSITION 3.14. Suppose (K, 2, T) is a bitransformation group 
where K is compact HausdorfJ, and set (Y, T) = (Z/K, T). Then the 
canonical map (2, T) + (Y, T) is an almost periodic extension and K is 
homeomorphic to (F/H(F, g), r) where 1 A? j = Z and F is the group of Y. 
Proof. That Z -+ Y is an almost periodic extension follows from 
Proposition 1.13. Then H(F, g) = B by Proposition 3.8. Now the 
proposition follows from [2, 14.11, 14.261. 
SECTION 4 
In this section we will quote two results from [3] about a type of 
extension which we call “full.” 
Full extensions a 2 fl are useful in that in this case it is relatively 
simple to determine when an almost periodic extension can be inserted 
between 9 and a. When a 2 9 is a distal extension, it is automatically 
full, hence it can be shown (under some separability conditions [2]) that 
a can be built from g with almost periodic (or isometric) extensions 
exclusively. If O! 2 %- is a point-distal separable extension, then it is 
not necessarily full, but the addition of appropriate almost automorphic 
extensions of Q! and 9 yields a full extension [3, 6.4 and 7.51. In this 
way one obtains the Veech structure theorem, that if OJ 2 9 is a point- 
distal extension then an almost automorphic extension of O? can be built 
from 9 using both almost automorphic and isometric extensions. In 
Section 5 we will show that given an arbitrary extension a 2 s we can 
construct appropriate proximal extensions of a and % so as to obtain a 
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full extension. Using this, we will be able to prove, under certain special 
assumptions, that a proximal extension of OZ can be built from 9, using 
both proximal and isometric extensions. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose Gl1 F. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) There is an algebra % such that GZ 2 2 2 9, 2 is an almost 
periodic extension of 9, and 59’(X) = H(F, ~2). 
(2) S(G? n F#) = H(F, cl). 
(3) 9(0! n 9”) G H(F, ~2). 
(4) 9(-F+) c H(F, a>. 
Proof. Assume % satisfies (l), and we will show that X’ = 6Y n 3+, 
proving (2). Now # Z fl# since Z? is an almost periodic extension of 9, 
hence 2 C fl n 9s. Since GZ n 9s is a distal extension of 9, it follows 
that IY n F# is a distal extension of Z’. Furthermore, $!?(a n 9”) 1 
H(F, Cl?) by Proposition 3.8(b), so GZ n F# C %’ by Proposition 1.152. 
If (2) holds, take Z = OT n 92 to prove (1). 
The equivalence of (2), (3) and (4) can be found in [3, 5.41. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Suppose 0L 2 9. We call 0? I .9 a full extension if 
the conditions of Proposition 4.1 are satisfied. 
Recall that R(QZ:%) = {(pla,q[ac)E16YI x [aI:pI, = q19). 
Note that li(QZ : 9) is a closed T-invariant subset of I (X I x I GZ 1 and 
hence we may speak of the almost periodic points of 11(0? : 9), namely 
{(x, y) E R(Gi! : F): th ere is some idempotent v E M for which xv = x, 
YV = Y>- 
The condition that these almost periodic points be dense in R(cZ : 9) 
has occurred previously in the literature [1, 21. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that 6Y 2 9 and the almost periodic points are 
dense in R(Gl : 9). Then GZ I 5- is full. 
Proof. [3, Propositions 5.4 and 6.31. 
COROLLARY 4.4. If GZ 2 9 is a distal extension, then it is full. 
Proof. Q 1 s is a distal extension iff R(Gl : 9) consists entirely of 
almost periodic points. 
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SECTION 5 
In this section we fix algebras O! 1% and set X = 1 GZ I, Y = 1 s /, 
q~: X-t Y the canonical homomorphism x,, = u IoE, yO = u I9 and 
F = 9(9=). 
Here we shall construct a minimal flow (Y’, T), with base point yO’, 
which will be a proximal extension of (Y, T) and such that the extension 
y’: x’ --t Y’, where X’ = Cl(x, , yo’)T C X x Y’, will be full. 
Although we are mainly interested here in applications to 99 flows, 
it turns out that the flow Y’ we define has a much wider application. 
In fact the notation Y’, while appropriate for this section, is misleading 
in that the flow depends only on GZ and F (not on 9), and can be defined 
for any flow X = 1 GZ 1 and any T-closed subgroup F of G. 
Hence we shall denote the algebra of Y’ by %(F, @). When 02 = e(u), 
&(F, O?) reduces to a(F) [2, 11.21 and whenF=G, I%(F,OZ) = Y 
reduces to m(X) [S, Section 31. In general Y’ is a quasifactor of X, i.e., 
a minimal subset of (2x, T) [8, Section 21. 
In [14] Veech dealt with a smaller class of flows than 9fl flows, and 
he utilized another proximal (in fact almost one-to-one) extension Y* of 
Y. Y” is also a quasifactor of X. 
We begin by reviewing the definition of Y*. Consider the partition 
k’(Y) I Y E y>9 a subset of 2x. Notice that the partition is T-invariant 
(F’(Y) o t = v+(rt> f or all t E T and y E Y) but in general it is not 
closed in 2x. The reason for this is that in general ?-I: Y + 2x is not 
continuous. In fact y-l is continuous iff v is an open mapping, iff 
&J-‘(Y) I Y E y> is a closed subset of 2x, and in this situation 
-k’(Y) I Y E y> is a quasifactor of (X, T) which is isomorphic to (Y, T) 
under the isomorphism ~-l(y) + y. 
When v is not open all one can say about y-l is that it is upper semi- 
continuous (i.e., lim yi = y implies lim v-r(yJ C q-l(y)). If X is metric 
then this implies that v-l has a residual set of continuity points. 
We define the quasifactor (Y*, T) of (X, T) by 
y* = W(Yo) o P I P E w (93Yo) o PP = P-YYO) a (Pa 
and 7: Y* ---t Y by: 
?kf+-‘(Yo~ o P> = YOP. 
If v-l(yo) o p = y-l(yJ o Q then by upper semicontinuity, 
VYYO) o P c dYoP)* 
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and 
thus, 
dYtJ o 4 c 9J-YYoP) ; 
VYYLdJ) n ?+(Yod f a I 
and we conclude that yap = y,,q. Thus 7 is well defined. 
Clearly 7 is continuous and equivariant and thus Y* is an extension 
of (Y, T). 
Furthermore, if yi is a point of continuity for y-i then for each p E M 
such that y,p = yi we have 
P-YYd OP = 9+(YdJ) = P-‘(YJ* 
i.e., q-‘(yi) is a singleton, so that the homomorphism q is one-to-one 
at y1 . In particular in case X is metric, (Y*, T) is an almost automorphic 
(hence proximal) extension of (Y, T). 
The definition of Y’ is similar to that of Y*, but in place of the subset 
@(y,,) of X we use the subset x,,F of X: 
Y’ = &POP IPEW, 
(XJJ 0 p)t = x,F 0 (pt). 
(Note that xsF 0 u has come up before in Lemma 2.4.) 
LEMMA 5.1. .lfa~Fthmx$‘oa=x$‘~u. 
Proof. If LY. EF, then since F C G we have xsF o (Y = x,$ o cuu = 
(xflo a) 0 U, the latter equality being a consequence of 1.2. 
NOW x8 0 (Y 2 x,$‘a by Lemma 1.4 and Fa = F since F is a group. 
Hence we obtain: 
x@Foa= (xoF~a)ou2(xoFol)ou =xQFou. 
The same argument with 01-l instead of 01 will show that 
and operating on both sides of the last inclusion with 01 gives 
x~ou>x@Foa. 
Thusx$‘oor=x$ou. 
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As in the case of Y* we define a map 0: Y’ -+ Y by 
THEOREM 5.2. The map 8 is well defked and is a proximal homomor- 
phism of Y’ onto Y. 
Proof. Suppose p, q E M and x8 o p = x,,F o q. We will show that 
y,,p = yOq. Since x,,F C v-‘(yJ it follows that 
and 
%F o P c VYYO) o P, 
But q--l is u.s.c., hence ql(yo) 0 p Z y-r(yop), and similarly for q, so 
dYoP> fl ?+(YoP) f @ 3 
which clearly implies y,,p = yOq. We have shown that 0 is well defined 
and it follows readily that 0 is a homomorphism. 
It remains to prove that 6’ is proximal. Suppose 0(x,$’ o p) = B(xd; o q), 
i.e., yap = yOq. Then multiplying by q-k we get yOpq-L = y,u = y,, , 
so pq-lu E F. 
Using Lemma 5.1 we obtain 
(x,,F 0 p) 0 p-k = ~$0 u = x,F 0 qp-lu 
= (x,F o q) o p-k, 
which implies that xaF 0 p and x,,F 0 q are proximal. The proof is 
completed. 
Let yO’ = x,,F o u and denote the subalgebra of e’(u) which corresponds 
to the pointed minimal flow (Y’, yi) by @(F, a). 
THEOREM 5.3. @(F, Cl?) is the norm closed subalgebra of e’(u) generated 
by the set of functions 
{fF If EW. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.9 x,,F o p = xsF 0 q iff f “p = f “q for all f E GY, 
where q, q E M. Thus for each f E GZ, f F is an element of B(F, a). On 
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the other hand it is clear from Lemma 1.9 that the set cfF 1 f E O!) 
separates the points of 1 %(F, a)[. Hence by the Stone-Weirstrass 
theorem cf” 1 f E 6Q generates @(F, a). 
Remark 5.4. Notice that, given a minimal algebra a C 9(u), or 
equivalently a pointed minimal flow (X, x0) where xOu = x0, and a 
T-closed subgroup F of G, the algebra %(F, a) and the quasifactor 
y’= (x&p IpEM) are well defined even if F is not the group of a 
subalgebra of OZ. Indeed A = +?‘(a) need not even be a subgroup of F. 
We now list some elementary properties of the algebras @(F, a). 
PROPOSITION 5.5. 
(1) GZ C L%’ implies %(F, GTj C C&(F, ~$9). 
(2) If B is a ?--closed subgroup of A = S(a) then %(B, GZ) = GE 
(3) If 9 C CY and 8(F) = F then 9 C %(F, a). Hence in that case 
S(F) n a C %(F, G?). I n other words the maximal proximal 
extension of 9 within CS! is a subalgebra of %(F, GI). 
Proof. (1) Th is is an immediate corollary of Theorem 5.3. (Another 
way of seeing that is to observe that if x0 and y,, are the base points of ] g 1 
and [ 6?! I, respectively, then x,,F o p = xfl o q implies y$ o p = y,,F o q 
(P9 4 E MN* 
(2) Again this can be easily deduced from the quasifactor definition 
of 1 @(F, a)1 or as a corollary of Theorem 5.3. 
(3) The first statement is just Theorem 5.2. The second is a direct 
consequence of the first. 
We define now a new flow (X’, T) by letting 
By Remark 4 this flow can be identified with a minimal subflow of the 
product flow X x Y’, namely, the orbit closure of the point (x0 , yO’) in 
that product. 
The diagram of inclusions 
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has a corresponding diagram of homomorphisms: 
x< O’ X’ 
where 8’ and y’ are the restrictions to X’ of the projection maps from 
X x Y’ onto X and Y’, respectively. We will denote by x0’ the base 
point of x’, namely, 
x; = (x0 ) yo)) = (x0 , x,F 0 24). 
Thus each point of X’ has the form xO’p = (CC&, xsF 0 p) for some? E M. 
Since 8 is a proximal extension it is clear that 8 is also proximal. 
LEMMA 5.6. The subset 
A = ((x, Y’) I x EY’) of xx Y’ 
is a minimal set. Thus A = X’. 
Proof. Since x0’ = (x0, x8 0 U) is in A and since X’, the orbit closure 
of x0’ in X x Y’ is minimal, all we have to show is that A C X’. Now 
by Lemma 5.1, 
Hence, 
x0% = {q,‘a ] a E F} = {(x,,cL, xJJ o a) 1 a E F} 
= {(xool, x$ o u) I a E F) 
=(x001 1 CXEF} x {xpou} 
= (xJ) x {yo’> = Gw, yo’) I 01 EFI- 
XO’F o P = [W) x {YO’N o P 
= (@‘o P> x {Y~‘P) 
= xx, Yo’P) I x E %F a PI- 
But x,,F o p = r,,‘p and thus 
XO’F o P = {(x9 YO’P) I x EYO’PI 
for each p E M. 
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Therefore, 
Ll = &%Y’) I XEY’I = {(X7YoY) I XEYoYrPEW 
= p’M Hxs YO’P) I x EY’P) = p’M x,% 0 P 
and clearly the last set is contained in the orbit closure of x,,‘, The proof 
is complete. 
COROLLARY 5.7. For each y’ in Y’, (I$)--~( y’) = x,% o p where p E ill 
satisjies yo’p = y’. 
Proof. This is an immediate corollary of Theorem 5.6 and the fact 
that q~’ is the restriction to x’ of the projection, from X x Y’ onto Y’. 
Motivated by the last corollary and by [8, Section 41, we now consider 
the following general situation. Let g 2 x be two subalgebras of e(u). 
Denote 2 = 1 A? 1, W = ) Z 1, z,, = u II, w,, = u Ix, K = B(Z) 
and let #: Z+ IV be the natural mapping. 
DEFINITION 5.8. We say that 2 is a relatively incontractable (MC) 
extension of W, if for each p E M, #-‘(wOp) = z& 0 p. 
5.9. Remarks 
Remark 5.9.1. Corollary 5.7 can now be restated as follows: X’ is a 
RIC extension of Y’. 
Remark 5.9.2. In the case when % is the algebra of constant 
functions, we have K = G, and 2 is a RIC-extension of the trivial flow W 
iff 2 is an incontractible flow in the terminology of [S, Section 41. 
Remark 5.9.3. 2 is a RIC-extension of W iff a translate of a,& (by 
the circle operation) fills each fiber. The name relatively incontractible 
arises from the fact that the elements of z,K are distal to each other 
and thus cannot be contracted. 
Remark 5.9.4. If 2 is a RIC-extension of W we shall also say that g 
is a RIC-extension of Z. 
THEOREM 5.10. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) 0! is a RIC-extension of F. 
(ii) %!(F, G?) = S. 
(iii) The mapping 8: Y’ + Y is an isomorphism. 
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If these three equivalent conditions hold, then for each p E M 
FYYOP) = 9+(Ycd o P = %P o P, 
and thus Y g Y’ = Y* = {v-‘(y) [ y E Y}. 
Proof. Clearly (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. We shall prove the 
equivalence of (i) and (ii). 
Let a 19 be a RIC-extension. We know that in general if 13’ Z 9, 
then 9 C %(F, a). Let p = q on 9 then y-‘(yOp) = y-l(y,q) and 
hence x,,F 0 p = ~$0 q, i.e., p = q on @(F, GZ) and we conclude that 
9 = %(F, a). C onversely assume 3 = %(F, GZ), then x,q E q-“( yOp) iff 
y,,q = xap iff x,,F o p = xJ o q. So v-l(y,,p) _C x,,F op. We observe that 
x,$ C v-l( y,,), hence 
hence 
%F o P c v-+(Yo) o P c P-YYOP) c XOF o P 
XOF o P = VYYO) o P = 9+(Y,P), and OZ>_ 9 is RIC. 
COROLLARY 5.11. 1j X is a RIC-extension of Y then y: X --f Y is open. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.10 our assumption implies that Y* = Y’ = 
W’(Y) I Y E y>- 1 n particular this subset of 2x is a closed subset and this 
is the same as saying that v is an open map. 
COROLLARY 5.12. If X is a RIC-extension of Y then the almost 
periodic points are dense in the relation R = {(x1 , x2) 1 p)(xl) = p)(x.J}. 
Hence a RIC-extension is full. 
Proof. Let X be a RIC-extension of Y and let (x1 , x2) be a point in 
R. Put y(xl) = I = y, then for some p E M, y = ysp and 
q-y y) = x,F 0 p. 
Let tz be a net in T such that lim t, = p (in /lT). Then since x1 and xa 
are in x,,F 0 p there are nets cz4 and pi in F such that 
x1 = lim x,c& and x2 = lim x,/3& . 
Clearly (X+-Q , x&) is an almost periodic point of X x X, hence so is 
(Xl&i , xoB&t). Ah 
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Thus (Q& , x&itJ E R. Finally limi (x a t ,, i i , x&ti) = (x1 , x2) and the 
first statement is proved. 
The second statement now follows from Theorem 4.3. 
By Corollary 5.7 (or by Remark 5.9.1) the extension ‘p’: X’ + Y’ is a 
RIC-extension. Thus collecting the results of Theorems 5.2 and 5.10 
and Corollaries 5.11 and 5.12, we have the following. 
THEOREM 5.13. 
(1) The diagram 
is commutative. 
(2) The mappings 8 and 8’ are proximal. 
(3) y’: x’ + Y’ is open and full. 
(4) @(F, al) = O(F, U) (where 6Z’ = G? V %(F, a)) or in other 
words (Y’)’ is canonicaly isomorphic to Y’. 
(5) The almost periodic points in the relation 
R’ = {(xl’, xz’) I $(x1’) = v’(xz’)> 
are dense. 
LEMMA 5.14. Let 6SJ 19 be a distal extension. Then GZ 3 9 is a 
RIC-extension. (Hence a full extension.) 
Proo$ Since v is a distal map ql( y,,p) = x,Fp for each p E M, where 
F = g(F). Also since a distal map is open 
cp-YYOO) o P = cp’-l(YoP)* 
Thus, 
v-YYOPOP) = VYYO) o P = XOF o P = %EP* 
THEOREM 5.15. Let a 2 9 be &algebra-s of 4?(u), F = S(S), and 
K = AH(F, T) = H(F, a). Then 9 6 G!! is a full extension $7 there exists 
a subalgebra 3f such that 9 C X C GZ, 9?(T) = K and &(F, .X) = S. 
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Proof. If the extension GZ Z 9 is full, then by Proposition 4.1 and 
Definition 4.2 there exists an algebra X such that 9 C X C 02, X is 
almost periodic over 9, and B(X) = K. By Lemma 5.14 and Theorem 
5.10, %(F, X) = %. 
Conversely suppose there exists an algebra Z such that 9 C Z _C a, 
3(X) = K and @(F, X) = 9. By Theorem 5.10, F C Z is a RIC- 
extension, and hence by Corollary 5.12, it is full. Hence there exists an 
algebra % such that % C X C 5, Z is an almost periodic extension of 
F, and 9(p) = H(F, X). But, 
H(F, X) = KH(F, T) = AH(F, T) H(F, T) 
= AH(F, T) = H(F, at>. 
Thus Z is an almost periodic extension of 9 with a group H(F, 02) and 
we conclude that % Z GZ is a full extension. 
The following lemma will be needed in Section 7. 
LEMMA 5.16. Let Ol and X be subalgebras of S?(u). Denote K = 3’(X) 
and let B be a r-closed subgroup of K. Then, 
@(B, 37 v a) = &‘- v @(B, a). 
Proof. By Proposition 5.5.1, @(B, X v Gl) 1 ‘4Y(B, Cl) also 
Q(B,XvLZ)2+Y(B,X) =a? 
since B C K. Thus %(B, S v 62’) 2 3? v S(B, a). Now let p = q on 
X v @(B, G?), i.e., x,,p = x,,q and y,B 0 p = y,B 0 q where x0 = u 1x 
and y,, = u Id . Then, 
ho ,YOP~P = kJ x ~YOBH OP 
= {x~P> x {Y,BoPI = 6~) x {Y,+o d 
= (~0 s YJB 0 P, 
i.e., p = q on 4(B, X v 0Z) and the proof is completed. 
SECTION 6 
Given any group T, we can construct the compact HausdorfI 
topological group (G/H(G, T), 7). Th us we have associated in a natural 
way a compact group with every group T. One might guess that this 
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group was the Bohr compactification of the discrete group T. This is 
indeed the case when T is abelian (see [5]). What is this compact group 
in general ? We can now answer this question. 
When LY 3 9 is a full extension then (by definition) H(F, O!) is the 
group of the algebra GZ n & r#. If we consider the special case 9 = @(G), 
the universal minimal proximal flow for T, and GZ = e(u), the universal 
minimal flow for T, then @(u) 3 e(G) is a full extension by Corollary 5.12 
and the fact that @(G, e(u)) = e(G), so that H(G, 7) is the group of the 
flow %(G)# n a’(u) = 42(G)“. H ence we can apply Propositions 1.13 
and 3.14 and deduce that the compact group (G/H(G, T), T) acts in a 
jointly continuous manner on ] e(G)+ 1, that the action commutes with 
that of T, and that the orbit space (with respect to the action of G/H(G, T)) 
is 1 %(G)I. This description of (G/H(G, T), 7) yields the previously known 
information as follows: If e(G) = R, i.e., T admits no nontrivial 
minimal proximal flows (as is the case when T is nilpotent), then 
a(G)+ = [w# = 8, the algebra of almost periodic functions on the 
discrete group T, so ] d 1 is the Bohr compactification of T. The infor- 
mation that we have about H(G, T) now implies that H(G, T) = 
%(9(G)+) = g(8) and that (G/H(G, T), 7) is isomorphic to the Bohr 
compactification of T. 
Hence we have proved the following. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let e’(G) = R. Then (G/H(G, T), T) is isomorphic 
to the Bohr compacti$cation of the discrete group, T and H(G, T) = %(rF). 
We will now generalize this result to the case when 4(G) is replaced 
by ‘@(G a). 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let %(G, a) = R. Then @(G, fl)# n 62’ = 6 n OZ 
and AE = S(%(G, a)# n UZ) = H(G, a). 
Proof. By Theorem 5.13 the extension ] UZ ] -+ I 9(G, a)/ = I R I 
is full. Hence H(G, Cl) = g(%(G, a)# n 02). 
Now &(G, a)# = Iw# = d and so %(@(G, GZ’)# n CZ) = AE [2, 
14.16, p. 1401. The proof is completed. 
We have seen that for certain groups T, H(G, T) = g(8). Example 9.1 
shows that this is not always the case. 
It is useful to know which groups satisfy this condition (cf. [5]) and 
in the remainder of this section we will provide partial answers to this 
question. Henceforth we denote %(&‘) by E. 
We first ask whether H(G, 7) = E implies that a(G) = R. 
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In Example 9.2 we show that the answer to the corresponding question 
when T is provided with a topology (not the discrete one) is negative. 
Thus the evidence seems to indicate that the converse of Proposition 6.1 
is not true. However, as the following proposition shows, we may 
conclude that when H(G, T) = E, 1 e(G)+ 1 is a product of j @(C)i 
and the Bohr compactification G/E of the discrete group, T. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let H(G, T) = E. Then e(G)+ = S?(G) v d and 
I%(G)* 1 = [ @(G)I x j B 1 = I@(G)/ x G/E. 
Proof. Since %(G)# and @(G) v d are both almost periodic exten- 
sions of @c(G) h aving the same group E, they are equal (Proposi- 
tion 1.15.2). 
Since R = a!(G) n b, the second part of Proposition 6.3 follows from 
the above and 18.6 of [2]. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let 1 g(G)” I = I @c(G)1 x I 2 j. Then 9’ = 8 
and H(G, T) = E. 
Proof. To say that I a(G)* I = / e(G)/ x I LZ’ I means that %(G)# = 
e(G) v L? and that the latter is the product flow (1 %‘(G)/ x j 2 1, T). 
Thus if p E M, then there exists r E M such that 
r = pu on s(G) and r=p on 2. 
Since %(G)# 1 e(G) is an almost periodic (hence distal) extension and 
r = ru on e(G), r = ru on e(G), r = ru on a(G)*. Consequently 
p = pu on 2. Thus 2 is distal and so .Y C 9, where 9 is the algebra of 
distal functions. 
Now E = H(G, 9) C H(G, LY) = LH(G, 7) and 
H(G, T) = 9(4(G)*) = S@(G) v 9) = L. 
Thus E = L, and d = LF since d and L? are both distal and have the 
same group. 
SECTION 7 
The material on full extensions is combined with that on the groups to 
discuss the class of proximal-isometric flows (93 flows). A flow X is 
g$ if there exists a “tower” (X, I y < V) such that X0 is a point, XV is 
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a proximal extension of X, and X,,, is either a proximal or an almost 
periodic extension of X, . Whether or not X is in 99 depends only on 
its group, A. Thus it turns out that X is in 9’9 if and only if A 3 G, 
(see definitions below). This implies that the class of 9’9 flows is closed 
under factors. Indeed X is 9’9 if and only if X is a factor of the flow, 
I W%JI. 
DEFINITION 7.1. The flow X is proximal-isometric (9’9) if there 
exists a family, (Y, 1 y < V) of flows such that: (i) Y,, = a point, Y, is a 
proximal extension of X, (ii) Y,+l is either an almost periodic or a 
proximal extension of Y, (y < v), (iii) YB = lim( Y, 1 y < j3) if /3 < Y is 
a limit ordinal. 
We leave it to the reader to give the algebraic version of Proposition 8.1 
observing only that (iii) becomes UZO = n {6& 1 y < /I}. 
Remark 7.1. We use the terminology 9’fl, for proximal-isometric, 
even though the definition of these flows involves almost periodic, not 
isometric, extensions. (An almost periodic extension is isometric if and 
only if the compact group K in Proposition 1.13 is metrizable.) The 
structure theorems of Section 8 all involve some metrizability assump- 
tions, so that the almost periodic extensions involved are automatically 
isometric. It also follows from the structure theorem for distal extensions 
[2] that in the quasiseparable case, 99 flows are identical to the 999 
flows of [12]. 
Remark 7.2. One might wonder why we have only required that Y, 
be a proximal extension of X, instead of Y, = X. We might call flows 
satisfying this stronger condition strictly 9.9 flows. It is known that a 
factor of a strictly 9$ flow need not be strictly 9’9 [12], and hence the 
class of strictly 99 flows is not readily amenable to an algebraic charac- 
terization like that which we will obtain (Remark 7.3) for 99 flows. 
Remark 7.3. Notice that if the group of X is A then X is 99 if and 
only if @(A) is 9y. (S ince in this case %(A) is a proximal extension of X, 
so that the tower for @(A) “works” for X. On the other hand if one adds 
Yy+r = %(A) to the tower for X one obtains a tower for @(A).) 
The previous remark together with Proposition 3.8 indicates that the 
following family of groups should play a role in the study of 99 flows. 
DEFINITION 7.2. Set G, = G, and G,,, = H(G,. , T). If fl is a limit 
ordinal set G, = n {G, 1 01 < 8). 
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In this way a family of T-closed subgroups of G is defined. Indeed 
Proposition 3.13 and a straightforward induction argument show that 
G, is normal in G (indeed it is a characteristic subgroup of G) for all 01. 
Cardinality considerations show that the groups must start repeating 
themselves after a while. Let v(G) be the smallest ordinal 01 such that 
G = G+l . Then of course GB = GVtG) for all /3 > v(G). Set G, = G,(,). 
PROPOSITION 7.3. The flow X is 89 if and only if its group contains 
G ** 
Proof. Let X be in 89, A its group, and A, the group of Y, in the 
tower for X (see Definition 7.1). Since A, = A, it suffices to show that 
A, 3 G, (see Definition 7.2) for all 01. 
Now A,, = G = G,, . Assume A, 3 G, for all 01 < /3. If fi is a limit 
ordinal, then AB = n {A, 1 01 < /3) whence AB 3 GB = (I {G, j 01 < B}. 
Now suppose /3 = 01 + 1. If Yol+r is a proximal extension of Y, , 
A a+1 = A,IG,3G,+,. 
If on the other hand Y,+r is an almost periodic extension of Y, , by 
Proposition 3.8 we have 
Thus A r> G, by induction. 
Assume now that A I G, . Since G, is a T-closed normal subgroup of 
G, AG, is a T-closed subgroup of G (a < v(G)). The flows in the 93 
tower which we will construct for a will have algebras %(AG,) and 
@(AG,) A @(A). The tower is constructed by intertwining the algebras, 
beginning with 
1 R [ t 1 @(AGO)1 t j @(AG,,)# n @(A)[ t j %(AG,)J t ..I 
II II II II 
yo Yl YZ Y3 
and in general 
- t / @(AG,)I t 1 4(AG,)# n %(A)/ t 1 %(AG,+,)I c 1.. . 
If 01 is a limit ordinal, the algebra %(AG,) is preceded by the algebra 
V{*(AG$B -4, h h w ic in turn is preceded by the algebras @(AG,) 
60711713-3 
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and ‘%(AG,)# n %(A) (/3 < cu), in th e order described above, so the tower 
at that point looks like: 
We will complete the proof by showing that this tower satisfies the 
three requirements of Definition 7.1. 
(i) The tower begins with the algebra R of the one-point flow. 
It terminates with @(AG,), which is a proximal extension of UZ 
since AG, = A. 
(ii) Since AG, 2 A we have O(AG,) C %(A), hence 
I @WV n +W)I - I QW,)l 
is an almost periodic extension by Proposition 1.14. Since 
@(A) 2 %(AG,) is full by Theorem 5.13, the group of 
&(AG,)# n %(!(A) is H(AG, , GQ by Proposition 4.1 and 
H(AG, , G) = AH(AG, , T) = AG,,, 
by Propositions 3.10 and 3.12. Hence, 
I @Wol+d - I WAG)” n %4I 
is a proximal extension. We are left with the extension 
which occurs when (Y is a limit ordinal. But the group of 
V ((AGJ: ,8 < a} is 
(-) (AG,: /3 < a> = AG, , 
by Proposition 3.9 and Definition 7.2. Hence the above 
extension is proximal. 
(iii) For the tower we have defined this condition is automatically 
satisfied. The proof is completed. 
The following corollary is immediate. 
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COROLLARY 7.4. (1) The JEow X is 9’9 if and only if it is a factor of 
%(G,). (2) If X is 9’3 and Y is a factor of X, then Y is 9’9. 
Let us now consider what is involved in the construction of a @J tower 
for a 9’9 flow X = 102 1 with group, A. 
The simplest way to proceed is to construct a tower for the proximal 
extension, %(A) of X. This is done in the proof of Proposition 7.3. 
However, this method makes little use of the flow, X and so the tower 
obtained is not too intimately related to X. Indeed the desideratum 
would be to have the tower built up of factors of X. 
A more natural approach is to start with the one point space and to 
build the tower inductively trying at each stage to stay as “close” to X 
as possible. One is thus led naturally to “interpolating” a nontrivial 
almost periodic extension 2 of Y between X and a factor, Y of X. This 
can be done when X is a full extension of Y but in general no such Z can 
be found [13]. 
Thus in the general case one has no recourse but to extend X to X, 
and Y to Yr in such a way that X, and Yr are proximal extensions of 
X and Y, respectively, and such that Xi is a full extension of Y1 . But 
at the same time one would like Xi and Yi to be “small” extensions of 
X and Y, respectively. The tools for this are to be found in Section 5. 
We will now construct such a tower. 
7.5. A Construction of a By Tower for a Minimal Flow X = 1 13 1 
It should be noted that the construction which follows is valid for any 
algebra a, whether 0Z is in By or not. In general the tower will not 
terminate in a proximal extension of CZ?. 
We begin with the extension 
where 9s denotes the algebra Iw of the one-point flow. To be sure that an 
almost periodic extension can be inserted at the next step, we enlarge 
each of the algebras 6!! and dip0 so that the resulting extension is full: 
Ci! v 9(G, CT!) 2 %(G, Gl) 
WI 
a 2 Go’. 
It follows from Theorem 5.13 that a v @(G, a) 1 &(G, 02) is full. Note 
that 02 v %(G, a) 1 a and @(G, a) I ,rio, are proximal extensions by 
Theorem 5.2. 
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Denote %(G, a) by X1 , so we have 





IflI - I-q4 
Now we insert the almost periodic extension 9r = (X1+) n (O! v .?Q 










We continue inductively, working with the extension GZ v p1 r> 91 as 
we did with Oz I TO . For a typical ordinal (11 we set 
&,,I = wwq), a v %P,), 
J$+, = q:, n (a v X,l>~ 
and for limit ordinals 01 we set 
If LY is not a limit ordinal it follows from a simple induction using 
Proposition 1.15.1 and Theorem 5.13.2 that 
qav Xa) = 23(a). 
For such ordinals it is clear from the definition of S$ and Xa that 
We claim that 
s(a v q  = s(a). 
9(2’) = AG, 
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for each 01. This holds for 01 = 0 since 6(-F,,) = 9(R) = G = AG, . 
Suppose S(J&) = AG, . The extension a v X,,, 2 Xa+, is full by 
Theorem 5.13, so by Proposition 4.1, 
But 9(X=+r) = g(2-J by Theorem 5.13, so 
g(za+J = WAG@ 3 QZ v %+,I = A’%+, 
by Propositions 3.10 and 3.12. If 01 is a limit ordinal, 
q=q = 9 (V {=qe I B < 4) = n VG, I B < 4 = AGa 
by Lemma 3.9. 
Now consider the transfinite sequence 
where v = v(G) is defined in Definition 7.2. We claim that if GY is 93 
then this sequence determines a 99 tower for a. Since the group of 
a v XV,,, is A, 0? v XV+, is a proximal extension of OZ. It follows from 
Proposition 5.13 that pE+r = O(YY(ZQ, GZ v pa) is a proximal extension of 
ga , for any ordinal 01 < v(G), and Za+1 = (Xa+r)# n (a v Xa+1) is an 
almost periodic extension of X;,,, by the definition of #. The require- 
ment about limit ordinals is satisfied since we have defined g= 
accordingly. It only remains to show that 2” 2 GZ v Y,,, is proximal, and 
only here do we use the fact that GZ is in 93. By Theorem 7.3 A 3 G, , 
so that 
S(2') = AGv = A = 3(0? v Xv), 
so the extension is proximal. The proof is completed. 
We note that, in the notation of the previous proof, XV+, = GY v sV+, . 
This is because XV,,, C GY v TV+, is a RIC-extension, hence by Theorem 
5.10 and Proposition 5.5(2), 
= %(A, a v x,+3 = qqa v X”,J, a v X,+J = w v %“+1. 
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So the tower we constructed in the previous proof actually ends with 
-% c x+1 - 
PROPOSITION 7.6. For each ordinal 01, Z,,, = V (%(AGB , a) ] j3 < CX}. 
Proof. This is clear for (II = 0. If it is true for ~1, then 
x+2 = @!(Q+l ) fl” ga+,, = +wGa+, 9 fl” X+,)9 
and since AG,,, = 9’(Xa+i) we can apply Lemma 5.16 and conclude 
that 
If LY is a limit ordinal, then 
xm+, = WAGa, a v sa) and -q = c=q? 
so applying Lemma 5.16 again we obtain 
Y,+l = @(AC, , a) v -E”, = (%(AG, 
Remark 7.7.1. Consider the case when a = %(A) for a T-closed 
subgroup A of G which contains G, . The inclusion A C AG, for every 
ordinal /?, implies @(A) 2 %(AG,). Hence @(AGO , %(A)) is a proximal 
extension of @(AG,) and therefore equal to @(AG,). Thus for every 
ordinal CII, 
and the tower . . . 6p, _C %=+, C . . . is identical with the tower constructed 
in the proof of Theorem 7.3. 
One aspect in which our construction of a tower for a 9’3 flow 1 a 1 
with group A is closer to the flow 1 Q! 1 then the tower build for I %(A)I, 
is demonstrated by the following important remark. 
Remark 7.7.2. Consider the case when I GZ I is metrizable. The 
family (x,,AG, o u 1 01 < v(G)) of subsets of I a I which (by Proposi- 
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tion 7.6) determines the algebras ($J is a decreasing family of closed 
subsets of 1 GZ I. Hence by Theorem 4.3 of [14] it is countable. Let 
7 = q(a) be th e smallest ordinal 01 such that x,AG, o u = xoAGs o u 
where /I is some ordinal greater than 01. Then 7 is countable, xoAG, 0 u r> 
xoAG+, 0 u 3 AG, o u = x,AG, o u, whence Z,,, = x,,, . 
Since sn+, C gV+i C s,,, , sn+, = gn+, , and so AG, = 3’(%,+,) = 
%‘(-Epn+l) = AG,,, . This implies that 
&,+I = AH(G, , T) = AH(AG,, , 7) = AH(AG,,+, , T) 
= AH(G,+, > 4 = AG,, ; 
from which it follows by induction that AG, = AG, = A (7 < #l). Thus 
%,+, = Z, , Zn+, = gB (7 + 1 < fl) and so the tower for 6Y is countable 
in this case. Moreover since 21”1 is metrizable, the various spaces 
1 x, 1 and 1 9a 1 are also metrizable. 
Remark 7.7.3. In general let q(a) be the smallest ordinal (Y such that 
q,AG, 0 u = x,,AG, 0 u for some /3 > ~11. Then the argument in 
Remark 7.7.2 shows that 77 is the smallest ordinal a such that 
AG, = AG,,, . Thus q depends on S(Gl!) rather than on OJ and so we 
denote it by q(A). Th e ordinal 7(A) measures the size of the tower 
constructed for (Z by means of the quasifactors of GY induced by the sets 
(x,,AG, 0 u 1 01 < v(G)). Since the almost periodic extension x, C 6p, is 
the largest possible, it can be shown that the cardinal of any tower for GZ 
is at least as great as the cardinal of q(A). 
Remark 7.7.3 shows that if there is one metrizable flow with group A, 
then the tower constructed in Proposition 7.3 for any flow .9Y with 
‘9(B) = A is countable. (Note 1 g 1 need not be metrizable.) 
Remark 7.7.4. Suppose X is a quasiseparable point-distal flow. In 
[3] there is constructed a 99 tower for X, such that the proximal 
extensions involved are almost automorphic (= almost one-to-one). 
The tower constructed there is identical to the x, , 9a tower we have 
constructed except that in place of the “prime” construction of Section 5 
one uses the “*‘I construction (also described in Section 5). This is 
possible because when X is point distal the c construction induces a full 
extension (6.4 of [3]). 
Remark 7.7.5. All the material in this section may be relativized by 
making the appropriate changes in the definitions. Thus one fixes a 
T-subalgebra 9 and considers only T-subalgebras CY with 9 C CPI. 
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Then O! is 93 relative to 9 if there exists a family (GZa 1 01 < v) satisfying 
Definition 7.1 except that I&, = 9 instead of G&, = R. 
In the relativized theory F, plays the role of G, where F,+1 = 
H(F, , T), etc. Then Proposition 7.3 becomes: a is 93 relative to 9 if 
and only if A 3 F, . We leave the details to the reader. 
SECTION 8 
In this section we consider the problem of imposing conditions on 
a flow (Z which will ensure that it be 9’$. By Proposition 7.3 this means 
ensuring that A 3 G, , where A is the group of GF!. 
Set F = AG, . Then by Proposition 3.6 F is a r-closed subgroup of G 
and AH(F, T) = AH(AG, , T) = AH(G, , T) = AG, = F by Proposi- 
tion 3.12 and Definition 7.2. Thus if F is a flow with group, F (e.g. 
@(AG,)) then we are in the situation discussed in Section 4 of [3] with 
.F=F~~~cX=CYVF. 
Observe that we also arrive at this situation if we start with Q! and 
attempt to construct the tower for 15% as discussed in Section 7. Here 
9 = F& and 6Y = GE 
This type of extension (satisfying AH(F, T) = F) is a kind of relative 
weak mixing, as is shown by the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. Let 6ZI9, X = 1 CI 1, Y = 1 S I. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) AH(F, T) = F. 
(2) If we have the following diagram of canonical homomorphisms 






Yd proximal z 
then W -+ Z is a trivial (one-to-one) extension. 
(3) If %(A) 1 w  I a(F) and w  > e(F) is an almost periodic 
extension, then w  = 9!/(F). 
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Proof. 1 3 2. If we are given the diagram in Proposition 8.1.2, 
then the group of Z is F and the group of X v Z is A. Denoting the 
algebra of X v 2 by g, the group of W contains H(F, B) by Proposi- 
tion 3.8(b), and 
H(F, 9Y) = AH(F, T) by Proposition 3.10 
= F by Proposition 8.1 .l, 
Hence the group of W contains the group of 2, so W -+ 2 is trivial 
by Proposition 1.15. 
2 * 3. If S(A) 1 ?V ZJ 4?(F) and w  Z%(F) is an almost 
periodic extension, then we claim GY v a(F) 2 W. For if p = q on 
LZ! v 4Y(F) then p 1 @(A) and q 1 W(A) are proximal by Proposition 1.15 
since g(a v e(F)) = A n F = A, so p jw and q jw are proximal, but 
P L%(F) = Q I%(F) 9 hence p Iq = q Iw. . Now we have the following 
diagram of algebras. 




VI almost periodic 
SF c w? 
proximal 
and applying Proposition 8.1.2 we get ?‘Y = e(F). 
3 + 1. Since @(A) r> Q(F) is full by Theorem 5.13, it follows 
from Proposition 4.1.2 and Proposition 3.10 that g(%!(F)# n 4(A)) = 
H(F, @(A)) = AH(F, T) and (3) sa s y p recisely that S(F)” n %(A) = e(F). 
COROLLARY 8.2. Suppose T has the property that 43!(G) = OX. Then 
AH(G, T) = G #LZ’ contains no nonconstant almost periodic functions. 
For the remainder of this section we assume fixed T-subalgebras 9 
and@withACFandAH(F,r)=F.WesetB’=.9~@. 
Since we shall make essential use of Section 4 of [3] and have to modify 
some of the results contained therein, we briefly review the situation. 
The group F acts on M on the left and so induces a flow (F, M). (Here 
F is provided the discrete topology.) In [3] it is shown that there exists an 
idempotent w  EF such that w  is an almost periodic point of the flow, 
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(F, M). (This idempotent will remain fixed throughout this section.) 
Remember that p E /3T can be considered as an ultrafilter on T (see 
[2, Chap. 81). 
DEFINITION 8.3.1. Let p E M, Y C T with V up. Then h(V) = 
(4 I qEM, J-q}. Th e set h(V) is a B-neighborhood of p if there exists a 
neighborhood N of p 1% such that r-l(N) C h(V) where 7r: M + / $9 ( 
is the canonical map, i.e., T-W) = {q I q E M q II E N}. 
The isomorphism fw -+ f: 9’~ -+ 97 induces an isomorphism 
9: 1 a j -+ 199~ I, such that v(x) = p jaW where x = p Ia. The diagram 
M 
is commutative where p(p) = p jwW (p E M). This shows that if h(V) is 
a g-neighborhood of v then it is also a gw-neighborhood of v. 
In subsequent lemmas we shall have occasion to consider the group Fw 
instead of F. The various algebras involved induce T-topologies on both 
F and Fw. It follows immediately from the definitions that the maps 
~11 --t OIW: (F, 7(X)) -+ (Fw, T(X)) = (Fw, T(XW)) are isomorphisms. 
DEFINITION 8.3.2. Let V, WC T. Then 
where Vp = (t 1 V opt}. 
LEMMA 8.4. Let v2 = v E M, U C T with U E v and h(U) a a-neigh- 
borhood of v. Then [ Uv, Uv] n Fw = % 
Proof. Observe that w  E [Uv, Uv] for if it weren’t, Uvw n Uv = 0 
which would imply that Uv n Uv = (Uvw n Uv)v = rav = 0, a 
contradiction since U E v implies that e E Uv n Uv. 
Thus if t E T with Uvt E w  then [Uv, Uv] = [Uvt, Uvt] and so 
L = [Uv, Uv] n Fw is a T(B)-neighborhood of w  [2]. 
Since H(F, a’> = F, H(Fw, aw) = Fw and so Fw = Cl,(,)S = 
B Cl+S by Proposition 3.2 for any subset S of Fw with nonempty T(B) 
interior. 
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Since int,(& = B int,c,$ and the maps cvw -+ flaw: (Fw, T) --t (Fw, T) 
are continuous (/3 E F), 
Cl, int,(%,L = L Cl, in&jL = C&g int,(a)L, 
by Proposition 3.2 = Fw. Hence Cl, in@ 3 Cl, int,(.&. = Fw. 
Now let 01 E F and V a subset of T with V E oiw. Then by Lemma 4.4 
of [3], int,Cl,(h( V) n Fw) + 0. Hence 
0 # int, Cl,(h( V) n Fw) n Cl, intJ 
whence 0 # int,Cl,(h( V) n Fw) n in&L. This implies that 
0 # Cl,(h( V) fl 2%) n int,L 
from which it follows that 0 # (h(V) n Fw) n in&L whence 
h(V)nFwnL + 0. 
Thus h(v) n [ Uv, Uv] n Fw # 0. The proof is completed. 
The following two results are a sharpening of Proposition 4.7 of [3]. 
RecallthatP(g:s) = ((x,y)[x,y~lB],~/F =ylsandxandy 
are proximal}. Thus P(B’ : %) is just P(a) n I?(99 : 9), i.e., the inter- 
section of the proximal relation on 1 &? j with the relation determined by 
themap /gl+lFl. 
LEMMA 8.5. Let H(F, 9) = F, and assume 
P(~:~)=r){rliTnR(~:~)Ii~l} 
where (11i 1 i E I) is a countablefamily of indices on 1 9 /. Let K = {p 1 p E%, 
(p II, w  Irsr) E P(g : S)} where v2 = v E M with v j9 = w  Ige = u Isp. . 
Then K is a residual subset of %. 
The difference between Lemma 8.5 and 4.7 of [3] is the occurrence of 
the idempotent z, in the definition of K in the former. (Much of the proof 
of Lemma 8.5 is the same as that of 4.7 but it is included for the sake of 
completeness.) 
Proof. Let Ni be an open neighborhood of v Id with Nd x Ni C rli 
(i EI). Since 1 9? I is minimal, (Ni x Ni)T is a neighborhood of the 
diagonal of 19? I x 1 GY 1 and so 
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As in 4.7 of [3], there exist U, C T such that h( Ui) is a &@-neighborhood 
of v and rTTh( UJ C A?$ (i E I) where VT: M -+ 1 9? 1 is the canonical map. 
Hence P(g : 9) = n ((z-(h( U,)) x z-(h( U,))) T n R(9l : 9) 1 i E I}. 
By Lemma 8.4 [ Uiv, U,v] n Fw = % and since [ Uiv, U,v] is an - 
open subset of M, [ Uiv, U,v] n Fw is an everywhere dense open subset 
of % (; E I). Hence J = n ([ Uiv, U,v] n % ] i E I) is a residual subset 
of?& 
Let p E J. Then p E% and for each i E I there exists ti E T 
with ti E U,v and Uv eptc . Hence U, up& and Ui E vti and so 
(T(P), r(v)) E (n(h(U,)) x r(h(U,)))T. Thus (P II , v Ia) E P(a, F), i.e., 
J C K and so K is residual. 
PROPOSITION 8.6. Let H(F, 9l) = F, and suppose that P(g, 9) = 
f7 W n W : 9) I i E I> where (?la 1 i E I) is a countable set of indices on 
k3, let S be a countable set of idempotents in M with v I9 = u I9 (v E S). 
ThenR={pIpE%,(pIg,vj9)EP(B:9)(vES)}and 
L = {x / x E x$-w, (x, xgl) E P(9l : 9) (v E S)) 
are residual subsets of Fw and xd;ku, respectively. (Here x0 is the base point 
of 1 B I and x,,Fw is the closure of x$w in 1 33l I.) 
Proof. That R is residual follows immediately from Lemma 8.5 
and the fact that S is countable. 
Let v E S. Then Wi = {x I x E x,,Fw, (x, x,,v) E (N{ x Ni)T} is an 
open subset of x,,Fw where Ni is an open neighborhood of x,,v = v Id as 
in the proof of Lemma 8.5. Since n(K) = xsFw and R is dense in%, 
r(R) is dense in xpw. Now r(R) C Wi implies that IV{ is dense. Hence 
L(V) = n {Wi ] iEI) is a residual subset of x$w. Since n (L(v) I v E S} CL, 
L is residual. The proof is completed. 
In order to apply Proposition 8.6 we must impose some condition on GZ 
to ensure that the assumption on P(93 : %) is satisfied. By 2 of 4.8 [3] 
it suffices that GZ be metrizable. 
PROPOSITION 8.7. Let X be a metrizable jlow such that P(u) = 
{Y I (a9 Y) E pm is countable for some a E X. Then X is 93. 
Proof. Let X = j 02 I. Since the idempotent u was arbitrary in our 
preceding work we may assume without loss of generality that a = u la . 
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Set .F = %(AG,) and 2Y = O! v 9. Then if x,, is the base point of 
1 &Y I, 9)(x,,) = a where v: 1 23 1 -+ 1 O/ 1 is the canonical map. 
Let (x, x0), (y, x,,) E P(CS : 9). Then x = y on F and x and y are 
both proximal to x0 on 9Y. Hence p)(x) and y(y) are both proximal to a. 
If p)(x) = v(y), then x = y on GZ and so x = y. Thus we conclude that 
the set {x 1 (x, x,,) E P(g : 9)) is countable. 
We now apply Proposition 8.6 with S = (u, w> to conclude that 
L = {x 1 x E xpw, (x, x,,), (x, x,,w) E P(S? : %)} is a residual subset of 
x$w. By the above remark L is then both countable and residual. Let 
K = {x 1 x EL, x is open in x$w). Then the above implies that K f 0. 
Indeed i? = xaFw, for if it weren’t, the countable set L - K would be 
residual in the nonempty open set x$w - K of x,,Fw. This would imply 
the existence of x EL - K with x open in x$w which would be in 
contradiction with the definition of K. 
Since x$w is dense in xpw and each point of K is open in x$w, 
K C xpw. Let x E K. Then x = X,,(YW for some 01 E F. Moreover 
(xOczw, x,w) E P(S? : F) implies that x,,olw = x,,w, and K = {xOw}. We 
conclude that x$w = E = {x,,w>, hence x,F = (x,,} and F C A. The 
proof is completed. 
PROPOSITION 8.8. Let X be a metrizable flow on which the proximal 
relation is an equivalence relation. Then X is 89. 
Proof. Again set 1 (2 [ = X, 9 = %(AG,), and g = OZ v 3 and 
apply Proposition 8.6 with S = {u}. Then 
R={PI~E~,(~I~,~IJB)EP(~:~‘)} 
is a residual subset of %. 
Now let (Y E F. Since the map p + a$: M -+ M is a homeomorphism 
which takes G onto itself, olR n R f: 0. Let alp E R for some p E R. 
Then alp = p on 9 and alp Id andp jca are both proximal to u jcz.. Hence 
p la is proximal to alp Id , since proximal is an equivalence relation on a. 
Indeed p = o~p on GZ since they are also distal. Thus p = alp on 
9 v OZ = g, whence 01 E 8(a) = A. The proof is completed. 
Propositions 8.7 and 8.8 may be extended to the quasiseparable case. 
PROPOSITION 8.9. Let X be a quasiseparable jlow. Then either of the 
following conditions su@e in order for X to be 89. (1) P(a) is countable for 
some a E X; (2) P(X) is an equivalence relation on X. 
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Proof. Let X = 1 6Z j. Then Cl! = V (0!< 1 i E I) where GZi is metrizable 
(i E 1). Since s(a) = 0 {+?(G&) 1 i E I}, it suffices to show that 
g(&) 3 G, , i.e., that Q& is 99 (i EI). 
Thus it suffices to show that conditions (1) and (2) “carry over” to 
ai (i ~1). This is done in [IO]. 
Statement 1 now follows from Lemma 8.5 and [lo, Theorem 81 and 
statement 2 from Proposition 8.6 and [lo, Corollary 41. (Notice that in 
[lo] in the proof of Corollary 4 the author does not use the fact that 
P(g’, 9) is closed in showing that P(& F) is an equivalence relation.) 
PROPOSITION 8.10. Let X be a nontrivial ~Y$ow such that 1 %(G, 6Z)l 
is trivial (where X = 1 GZ I). Th en X has a nontrivial equicontinuous 
factor. 
In particular if X is a nontrivial quasiseparable j-low with 1 @(G, CY)] 
trivial and if either proximal is an equivalence relation on X, 07 P(x) is 
countable for some x E X, then X has a nontrivial equicontinuous factor. 
For a similar result in the case of a countable proximal cell see [l 11. 
Proof. Since &(G, a) = R, the first stage of the tower constructed in 
Section 7 is an equicontinuous factor of a proximal extension of GZ and 
hence also a factor of a. The proof is completed. 
Remark 8.11. The condition 1 %(G, @)I is trivial is equivalent to the 
condition (X, T) is disjoint from every minimal proximal flow. 
Thus this condition is automatically satisfied whenever T is a group 
for which 1 @(G, %!(u))I (r(T) in the notation of [8]) is trivial. For 
example if T is a nilpotent group, 1 ‘%(G, %(u))] is trivial. 
SECTION 9 
In this section we construct the examples referred to in Section 6. 
EXAMPLE 9.1. Let T = SL(2, F!) p rovided with the discrete topology. 
Since there are no almost periodic functions on T other than the constants, 
d = R, and so E = G. We show that H(G, T) # E by exhibiting two 
distinct flows GZ and g with 0k’ C 3# almost periodic and G = g(A). 
Thus B = 9(g) # 9(a) = G but B = H(G, W) = BH(G, T), whence 
H(G, 7) # G. 
The flow 0! is just the projective line, P1 identified with the space of 
lines through the origin of R 2. The group T acts on P1 via the map 
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(I, t) + It: P1 x T --+ iP where It is the image of the line 1 under the 
linear map t. 
It is easy to see that (P, T) is minimal, indeed T acts transitively on 
P. To see that (P, T) is proximal observe that It, -+ Z,, (I E P) where I,, 
is the y-axis and 
In o\ 
tra= Ott 1 for all n. 
The flow S? is the unit circle S with the action ( $, t) -tpt: S1 x T -+ S1 
where pt is the intersection of Sr with the image under t of the half-line 
(ray) through 0 and p. Then (Sl, T) is a group extension (hence an almost 
periodic extension) of (P, T), the group of the extension being b, , 
(i.e., A/B z Z,). 
EXAMPLE 9.2. Let T be a topological group. Then in order to take 
into account the topology on T we must consider flows G!! which are 
contained in W n 4?(u) where S?? is the set of bounded right uniformly 
continuous functions on T (see [2, p. 921). 
We now exhibit a topological group T and a nontrivial flow 
Q?CB?n%(u)suchthat6Y=4(G)nWandQPn%?=(flv&)n.%? 
This does not quite provide an example with H = E and e(G) # R (it 
would be one such if the topology on T were discrete), but it indicates 
that there probably is one such. 
The construction has many interesting features so that it will be 
profitable to abstract the situation. Thus T will denote a topological 
group such that 
(1) T = S . B (semidirect product). 
(2) B is a compact normal subgroup of T. 
(3) (T/S, T) is proximal, and S is abelian. 
For the remainder of this section all the flows (X, T) are assumed to be 
minimal and such that the map (x, t) -+ xt: X x T + X is continuous 
when T is provided with the given topology. 
Recall that a bitransformation group (K, X, T) is a pair of flows 
(K X) and (X, T) such that the elements of K commute with those of T. 
When K is compact Hausdorff, the orbit space X/K is also compact 
Hausdorf? and there is a naturally induced flow (X/K, T). 
LEMMA 9.2.1. Let T satisfy (1) and (2), let (K, X, T) be a bitram- 
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formation group with K compact Hausdor#, and let cp: (X, T) --f (T/S, T) 
be a homomorphism which induces an isomorphism of (X/K, T) onto (T/S, T). 
Then 
(i) The map #: (X, T) + (T/S, T) x (X/B, T) such that #(x) = 
@P(x)9 44) (x E x> is an isomorphism onto, where rr: X-+X/B 
is the canonical map. 
(ii) (X/B, T) is epuicontinuous. 
Proof. (i) Let +(x) = 4(y). Then n(x) = n(y) and so y = xb for 
some b E B. Also v(x) = v(y) = v(xb) = q(x)b, whence b = e since T 
is the semidirect product of S and B. Thus # is one-one. 
Since v induces an isomorphism of (X/K, T) onto (T/S, T), q(x) = 9’(y) 
if and only if y E Kx. Thus y(x) = I (s E S) implies that Kx 3 XS 
-~ 
whence KxB = KxB 3 xSB = xT = X (x E X). 
Now let x, y E X. Then there exist K E K and b E B with kx = yb. 
Thus if z = Kx = yb, #(z) = (I, n(yb)) = v(x), n(y)). Conse- 
quently # is onto and (i) is proved. 
(ii) Since K commutes with B, K induces an action on X/B and since 
K commutes with T there is a bitransformation group (K, X/B, T). 
Now K is compact. Therefore (X/B, T) is an almost periodic extension 
of ((X/B)/K, T). This latter is a point, for as observed above KxB = X 
(ZG E X). Hence (X/B, T) is equicontinuous. 
Remark 9.2.2. If we define an action of K on T/S x X/B via the 
map (k, (St, xB)) --f (St, RxB), then # becomes a bitransformation group 
isomorphism of (K, X, T) onto (K, T/S x X/B, T). 
PROPOSITION 9.2.3. Let T satisfy (1) and (2), and let (2, T) be an 
almost periodic extension of (T/S, T). Then (2, T) E (T/S x Z/B, T) and 
(Z/B, T) is epuicontinuous. 
Proof. There exists a bitransformation group (K, X, T) with K 
compact HausdorfI and a homomorphism q: (X, T) --t (T/S, T) which 
induces an isomorphism of (X/K, T) onto (T/S, T). Moreover (2, T) E 
(X/L, T) where L is a closed subgroup of K (12.13, 12.14, 14.26 of [2]). 
It now follows from Lemma 9.2.1 and Remark 9.2.2 that (2, T) g 
(T/S x (X/@/L, T) = (T/S x Z/B, T). The proof is completed. 
PROPOSITION 9.2.4. Let T satisfy (l), (2), and (3), and Zet (X, T) be 
proximal. Then (X, T) is a homomorphic image of (T/S, T). 
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Proof. Since S is co-compact (X, S) proximal and so (3, S) is 
is minimal and proximal for some x,, E X. Hence x,S = {x,,} since S is 
abelian. 
Let CJJ: T + X be such that p)(t) = x,t (t E T). Then q(T) = x,T = --- 
x,SB = x,B = x,B = x,SB = x,T = X. Thus v induces a homo- 
morphism of (T/, , T) onto X. 
The following construction of a group, T satisfying (I), (2), and (3) is 
due to H. Furstenberg (see [8]). 
Let B be the Bohr compactification of the reals R when the latter is 
provided with the discrete topology and let S be the multiplicative group 
of positive reals. 
Now each element s in S may be identified with the map 01--+ ols: R -+ R 
and as such may be extended to an isomorphism (also denoted s) of the 
topological group B onto itself. Set T = S * B where (s, a) * (t, p) = 
(st, at + /3). Here B is written additively and (s, a) * (t, /3) is just the 
composition (first (s, a) then (t, /3)) of the maps y -+ ys + ol: B -+ B and 
y+yt+p:B+B. 
As usual we identify S and B with the subgroups ((s, 0) 1 s E S} and 
{( 1, CY.) 101 E B} of T, respectively. Then that T satisfies (1) and (2) is 
immediate. 
To see that (Tis, T) is proximal observe that the orbit of S * (s, a) 
underTis{S*(sr,ar+/3)IrES,/IEB}.Thusifr,-+O, 
s * (s, ix) * (Y, , s) -+ s for all (s, LX) E T. 
We can now construct our desired example as follows. Let T = S - B 
as defined above, then 6Y = a(G) n 9 is the algebra of the flow (T/, , T) 
by Proposition 9.2.4. It follows from Proposition 9.2.3 that GZ# n 92 C 
(6Z v c?) n 9, and the reverse inclusion is clear. Hence GZ# n W = 
(0! v 8) n &?‘, as was to be proved. 
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